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Lower & upper covariance
Erik Quaeghebeur
Abstract We give a definition for lower and upper covariance in Walley’s theory
of imprecise probabilities (or coherent lower previsions) that is direct, i.e., does not
refer to credal sets. It generalizes Walley’s definition for lower and upper variance.
Just like Walley’s definition of lower and upper variance, our definition for lower and
upper covariance is compatible with the credal set approach; i.e., we also provide
a covariance envelope theorem. Our approach mirrors the one taken by Walley: we
first reformulate the calculation of a covariance as an optimization problem and then
generalize this optimization problem to lower and upper previsions. We also briefly
discuss the still unclear meaning of lower and upper (co)variances and mention some
ideas about generalizations to other central moments.
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1 Introduction
In the statistical and probabilistic literature, the variance and covariance of a random
variable are important quantities. The generalization of these and other concepts
to Walley’s [5] theory of imprecise probabilities – which encompasses, in some
sense, classical probability theory, Dempster–Shafer theory, and possibility theory –
is usually done by taking lower and upper envelopes [see, e.g., 3, 4]. Walley [5, §G]
gives a more direct, equivalent definition of lower and upper variance. In this paper,
we similarly give a direct definition of the lower and upper covariance concepts.
In the rest of this introduction, we go over some necessary concepts from the
theory of classical and imprecise probabilities, respectively. Then follows Section 2,
treating Walley’s definition of lower and upper variance. This forms a basis for




Section 3, which culminates in our definition for lower and upper covariance. The
concluding Section 4 briefly touches on further generalizations to other central
moments and the meaning of the concepts we have been discussing.
Throughout the paper, we give a running example, recognizable by its small print.
Concepts from classical probability theory In the classical setting, a subject is
uncertain about the value of some random variable, that, e.g., represents the outcome
of an experiment. We here only consider real-valued, bounded random variables,
which – because they can be seen as uncertain gains or losses – we call gambles.
Even though he may be uncertain, the subject can express what incomplete knowl-
edge he has by giving an estimate for a number of gambles. In classical probability
theory, these estimates are expected values, or fair prices for the gambles [2]. These
expected values are collected in the subject’s expectation functional or prevision P,
which maps gambles to fair prices (real numbers). We assume that the subject has
specified prices for all gambles defined on some possibility space.
If the subject wants his prices to be reasonable and consistent, such a prevision
must satisfy some rationality criteria called coherence conditions [5, §2.8]. Let f
and g be any two gambles and let λ be a real number, then these criteria are:1
Boundedness: inf f ≤ P f ≤ sup f , (1)
Linearity: P(λ · f +g) = λ ·P f +Pg. (2)
Assume that P satisfies them. CallP the set of previsions satisfying these criteria.2
Let us introduce our running example: Take the unit interval [0,1] as the possibility space and
let U be the prevision corresponding to the uniform distribution on this possibility space. We shall
be using two gambles, the identity gamble id and 1− id. We then find U id =U(1− id) = 12 .
Variance & covariance When focusing on the uncertainty governing the outcome
of some gambles, there are – apart from their expected value – also other so-called
statistics that summarize what we know about the gambles. One class of these are
the central moments corresponding to a given prevision P: letH be a finite multiset






In this paper, we are mainly interested in the case whereH contains two gambles,
so to the so-called second order central moments. The first of these is the variance
of f , defined by takingH = { f , f} above: (even in f )
VP f := P( f −P f )2 = P f 2− (P f )2. (4)
1 Unless noted otherwise, all introduced symbols retain their meaning in the rest of the paper. For
clarity, we do not use parentheses for function application, but only for grouping.
2 We choose the weak* topology (i.e., the topology of pointwise convergence) on the setP [5,
§D3]. This allows us to later talk about the compactness of its subsets (e.g., credal sets) and about
the continuity of functions defined on it (i.e., that have previsions as an argument).
3 A multiset can contain the same object multiple times, but – like a set – is unordered.
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The second, the covariance of f and g, is defined by takingH = { f ,g}: (odd in f
and g, even in ( f ,g))
CP{ f ,g} := P
(
( f −P f ) · (g−Pg))= P( f ·g)−P f ·Pg. (5)
For both Equation (4) and (5) the last expression follows from the boundedness (1)
and linearity (2) of P. They show that bothVP f andCP{ f ,g} are continuous functions
of P, a fact that will be of use later on.
For our running example, we find that VU id =VU (1− id) = 112 and CU{id,1− id}=− 112 .
Concepts from the theory of imprecise probabilities The theory of imprecise
probabilities and other generalizations of classical probability theory were all con-
ceived to model aspects of uncertainty that cannot be captured classically. The major
difference is that now the subject’s prevision – which specifies unique fair (buying
and selling) prices for gambles – is replaced by a lower prevision P and an upper
prevision P, which respectively specify acceptable supremum buying prices and
acceptable infimum selling prices (both real numbers) that need not coincide.
In the context of this paper, where lower and upper previsions are defined for
all gambles, it is sufficient to give either one of them, because they are related by
conjugacy: P f =−P(− f ). We shall here take a lower prevision to be the fundamental
concept and an upper prevision the derived one.
The conditions (1) and (2) now get replaced by a weaker set of coherence condi-
tions [5, §2.3], which we assume P and P to satisfy: (take λ positive)
Boundedness: inf f ≤ P f ≤ P f ≤ sup f , (6)
(Mixed) super and sublinearity:
λ ·P f +Pg≤ P(λ · f +g)≤ λ ·P f +Pg≤ P(λ · f +g)≤ λ ·P f +Pg. (7)
For our example, the subject’s lower (upper) prevision is a so-called linear-vacuous mixture:
U = δ ·U+(1−δ ) · inf, U = δ ·U+(1−δ ) · sup, with δ ∈ [0,1]. Then U id =U(1− id) = δ2 and
U id=U(1− id) = 1− δ2 . Further on, we also encounter the two gambles 12 ·
(




id−(1− id))= id− 12 ; for these, we find U 12 =U 12 = 12 , U(id− 12 ) =− 1−δ2 , and U(id− 12 ) =
1−δ
2 . Taking δ to be 0 or 1 gives us the vacuous
4 or uniform case, respectively.
The information encoded in the lower prevision P can also be represented by
the compact convex setMP of previsions that dominate it [5, §3.3]. This so-called
credal set is defined byMP := {P∈P|P≥ P}, where the inequality is a universally
quantified pointwise one. The lower or upper prevision for any gamble can be
calculated as a lower or upper envelope of the previsions for this gamble present
inMP:
P f = minP∈MPP f and P f = maxP∈MPP f . (8)
The minimum and maximum are always attained in an extreme point ofMP.
4 With a vacuous lower (or upper) prevision, the subject expresses a total lack of knowledge.
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2 Lower & upper variance
In this section, we state the results found in Appendix G of Walley’s book [5].
Variance as an optimization problem What we need to do first, is take another
look at the definition (4) of the variance of a gamble. We rewrite and reformulate it
as follows: For all real numbers µ , it holds that VP f = P
(
( f −µ)+ (µ−P f ))2 =
P( f −µ)2− (P f −µ)2, soVP f +(P f −µ)2 = P( f −µ)2. The second left-hand side
term is the expression for a parabola with a minimum 0 for µ in P f ; the right-hand
side is therefore also an expression for a parabola, with the variance as a minimum,
also attained in P f . So an alternative definition for the variance is
VP f = minµ∈RP( f −µ)2. (9)
Lower& upper variance Walley [5, §G1] takes this last definition (9) as inspiration
to define the lower and upper variance of a gamble: (even in f )
VP f := minµ∈RP( f −µ)2 and VP f := minµ∈RP( f −µ)2. (10)
In this definition, minima and not infima are used, even though R, the set of reals,
is open. Let us justify this. First, let P stand for both P and P, so we can do a parallel
derivation for both cases. Furthermore, take ε = µ−P f , then
P( f −µ)2 = P( f −P f − ε)2 ≥ P( f −P f )2+ ε2+P(−2 · ε · ( f −P f ))
≥ P( f −P f )2+ ε2 if ε ≤ 0
> P( f −P f )2 if ε < 0, i.e., if µ < P f . (11)
The first inequality follows from (mixed) superadditivity (7). An entirely similar
derivation, now with ε = P f −µ , gives us
P( f −µ)2 > P( f −P f )2 if ε < 0, i.e., if µ > P f . (12)
Together with the fact that the interval [P f ,P f ] is compact and that P( f −µ)2 is a
continuous5 function of µ , inequalities (11) and (12) show that, for both the case of
the lower and upper variance, a minimum is attained in a µ that belongs to [P f ,P f ].
For our running example, we can use this optimization domain restriction to write VU id =
min
{
U(id−µ)2 ∣∣ µ ∈ [ δ2 ,1− δ2 ]} andVU id=min{U(id−µ)2 ∣∣ µ ∈ [ δ2 ,1− δ2 ]}. Working this out,
we find that for both the minimum is attained for µ = 12 ; this gives VU id =
δ
12 and VU id =
1
4 − δ6 .
Similarly, VU 12 =VU
1
2 = 0, VU (id− 12 ) = δ12 , and VU (id− 12 ) = 14 − δ6 .
The variance envelope theorem Walley [5, §G2] also proves the variance envelope
theorem; it allows calculation of lower and upper variances via the credal set:
VP f = minP∈MPVP f and VP f = maxP∈MPVP f . (13)
5 A proof consists of the ε–δ -technique together with (7).
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In Walley’s proof of this theorem, the minimax theorem is used, whose application
requires the continuity of VP f as a function of P, which we mentioned below (5).
Note that the maximum above is not necessarily attained in an extreme point ofMP
[5, §G3], in contrast to the situation for upper previsions (8).
3 Lower & upper covariance
We are now ready to attack this paper’s central topic: to find a direct definition for
the lower and upper covariance of a pair of gambles, i.e., one that does not involve
credal sets. The approach we are going to take is analogous to the one Walley has
taken for the lower and upper variance of a gamble: (i) we first define the covariance
of a gamble as an optimization problem and (ii) then use this to find expressions for
the lower and upper covariance of a pair of gambles. However, for reasons that will
become clear at that point, we are going to posit a covariance envelope theorem that
mirrors the variance envelope theorem (13) right in between these two steps.
Covariance as an optimization problem As we did to obtain (9), we first re-
formulate the definition (5) of covariance as an optimization problem: For all
real µ and ν , it holds that CP{ f ,g} = P
(
( f −µ+µ−P f ) · (g−ν+ν−Pg)) =
P
(
( f −µ) · (g−ν))− (P f −µ) · (Pg−ν), so thenCP{ f ,g}+(P f −µ) ·(Pg−ν)=
P
(
( f −µ) · (g−ν)). The second left-hand side term is the expression in (µ,ν) for
a hyperbolic paraboloid (or saddle surface); the same therefore again holds for the
right-hand side. Its saddle point (P f ,Pg) can be reached using a minimax (or max-
imin) operator. This is clearer after a substitution and some rewriting: let α and β be
real numbers such that µ = α+β and ν = α−β , then it holds for all real α and β
that P
(
( f+g2 −α)2− ( f−g2 −β )2
)
=CP{ f ,g}+(P f+g2 −α)2− (P f−g2 −β )2, which
gives rise to the following defining expression:
CP{ f ,g}=VP f+g2 −VP f−g2 = optα,β∈RP
(
( f+g2 −α)2− ( f−g2 −β )2
)
, (14)
where optα,β∈R can be either minα∈Rmaxβ∈R or maxβ∈Rminα∈R. Because P is
linear and its argument is the sum of terms in either α or β , it is the same whether
we use a maximin or minimax operator.
Proposing a definition for lower and upper covariance would ideally have consisted
of just replacing the linear prevision P with the lower prevision P and its conjugate
upper prevision P. However, the fact that we have two operators to choose from
leaves us with a dilemma: as neither P or P is linear, does it matter which operator to
use for the definition of lower and upper covariance? Perhaps working with credal
sets can shed some light on this issue and clarify which of the two choices should be
taken (if they do not turn out to be equivalent). This is the next topic.
However, there is one thing we can already say: Independently of the operator,
using the same reasoning that led to (11) and (12), it follows that the minimizing α
belongs to [P f+g2 ,P
f+g
2 ] and – invoking conjugacy – that the maximizing β belongs




For our running example, where we let f = id and g= 1− id, these intervals respectively become
the singleton { 12} and [− 1−δ2 , 1−δ2 ].
The covariance envelope theorem Due to the confusing double options we have
– with expression (14) – for generalizing the definition of covariance to imprecise
probabilities, we need something that can help us choose between them (or show
they are both good enough). This something is the covariance envelope theorem,
which now rather functions as a definition, and not a theorem to be proven:
CP{ f ,g} := minP∈MPCP{ f ,g} and CP{ f ,g} := maxP∈MPCP{ f ,g}. (15)
It states that the lower and upper covariance corresponding to P can be seen as
lower and upper envelopes over the credal set MP of classical covariances. Due
to the compactness ofMP and the continuity of the covariance as a function of P,
the minimum and maximum are attained, so this theorem is sensible as an indirect
definition. Note that the minimum and maximum above are not necessarily attained in
an extreme point ofMP, in contrast to the situation for lower and upper previsions (8).
This theorem is an immediate analog of the variance envelope theorem (13) and it
expresses a desirable if not conceptually necessary property.
Looking back at the two equivalent definitions of covariance given by (14), it
becomes clear we must investigate whether the maximin and minimax operator
encountered there can be interchanged with the maximum or minimum over P
encountered in (15). Let us write this out more explicitly. First define the convex
functions u and v by uα = ( f+g2 −α)2 and vβ = ( f−g2 −β )2 then the question is:
Which, if any, of the following statements can we ascertain to be true:
minP∈MPCP{ f ,g} ?= optα,β∈RminP∈MPP(uα− vβ ),
maxP∈MPCP{ f ,g} ?= optα,β∈RmaxP∈MPP(uα− vβ ),
(16)
where, as before, optα,β∈R can be either minα∈Rmaxβ∈R or maxβ∈Rminα∈R.
First of all, note that consecutive minimum operators or consecutive maximum
operators can always be interchanged.
Whether the interchange of a minimum and a maximum operator is allowed, can
only be checked after a more thorough study of the functions involved: As function
application is a linear operation, P(uα−vβ ) is linear in P (and thus both convex and
concave); as P is linear, P(uα− vβ ) is convex in α and concave in β . Furthermore,
P(uα− vβ ) is continuous in α , β , and P. Together with the fact that the maximum
or minimum is always attained in some convex compact set, this is enough to do a
first operator interchange, i.e., we can apply the minimax theorem [5, §E6] if needed.
We find the following modified statements:
minP∈MPCP{ f ,g}
{
?= minα∈RminP∈MP maxβ∈RP(uα− vβ ),
?= maxβ∈RminP∈MP minα∈RP(uα− vβ ),
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maxP∈MPCP{ f ,g}
{
?= minα∈RmaxP∈MP maxβ∈RP(uα− vβ ),
?= maxβ∈RmaxP∈MP minα∈RP(uα− vβ ).
As maximizing is a convex operation and minimizing is a concave operation,
maxβ∈RP(uα− vβ ) is convex as a function of P and α and minα∈RP(uα− vβ ) is
concave as a function of P and β . This means that a second application of the maximin
theorem is not possible, and a second interchange is not generally possible for all
cases. We can therefore only be sure about two of the four initial statements (16):
minP∈MPCP{ f ,g}= minα∈Rmaxβ∈RP(uα− vβ ),
maxP∈MPCP{ f ,g}= maxβ∈Rminα∈RP(uα− vβ ).
Thus, the covariance envelope theorem implies a direct definition of lower and upper
covariance, the starting point of what follows just below.
Lower & upper covariance By combining the covariance envelope theorem (15)
with the last expressions we encountered, we find definitions for the lower and upper
covariance of a pair of gambles that use a lower or upper prevision, but not the
corresponding credal set: (odd in f and g, even in ( f ,g))
CP{ f ,g}= minα∈Rmaxβ∈RP
(
( f+g2 −α)2− ( f−g2 −β )2
)
,
CP{ f ,g}= maxβ∈Rminα∈RP
(




For our running example, we know we must take α = 12 , so then
CU{id,1− id}= maxβ∈RU
(−(id− 12 −β )2)=−minµ∈RU(id−µ)2 =−VU id =− 14 + δ6 ,
CU{id,1− id}= maxβ∈RU
(−(id− 12 −β )2)=−minµ∈RU(id−µ)2 =−VU id =− δ12 .
An interesting property of classical covariance is that it can be written as a
difference of two variances (see equation (14)). For our generalized definition, this
identity becomes a string of inequalities:
VP(
f+g
2 )−VP( f−g2 )≤CP{ f ,g}
≤min{VP( f+g2 )−VP( f−g2 ),VP( f+g2 )−VP( f−g2 )}
≤max{VP( f+g2 )−VP( f−g2 ),VP( f+g2 )−VP( f−g2 )}
≤CP{ f ,g} ≤VP( f+g2 )−VP( f−g2 ). (18)
These inequalities are obtained starting from the definitions of lower and upper
covariance (17). They are related to lower and upper variance (10) by using (mixed)
super and sublinearity (7).
For our running example, all but the third of the inequalities in (18) become equalities.
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4 Conclusions
Musing on other lower & upper central moments We started with the defini-
tion (3) of a central moment and then restricted ourselves to the second order ones.
An obvious (still open) question would now be: Can we generalize the ideas of this
paper to higher order central moments?
Independently of whether it is possible or not to give definitions for arbitrary
lower and upper central moments using a lower or upper prevision only, it seems
desirable that these definitions satisfy a central moment envelope theorem:
MPH := minP∈MPMPH and MPH := maxP∈MPMPH . (19)
As before, we could try to write the definition (3) of a central moment as an opti-
mization problem by replacing each h−Ph by (h−µh)+(µh−Ph) (where h ∈H




, as we did
to obtain (9) and (14). This could lead to central moments defined as optimization
problems; the difficulty with this is that we are going to be dealing with much more
complex multilinear expressions (in the µh) than parabola or saddle surfaces.
But what does it mean? Another thing that is still an open question – to me
personally – is: What is the meaning of a lower and upper variance and covariance?
An intuitive interpretation is the one typically given to their precise counterparts:
(i) variance is a statistic describing how much a gamble is believed to vary,
(ii) covariance is a statistic describing how and how much a pair of gambles is
believed to vary together.
I have found no satisfactory behavioral interpretation; they could be seen as prices
– as we do for previsions –, but trying to say for what leads to all too convoluted
explanations, I think. Perhaps variance and covariance should just be seen as useful
for the description of probability density or mass functions, and any ‘generalization’
as mathematically interesting at most.
On the other hand, the fact that no appealing, or intuitively simple behavioral
interpretation is known to me, does not mean that it could not be found, e.g., in the
economic literature or in other non-classical theories for uncertainty and indetermi-
nacy. Couso et al [1], for example, give a nice overview of definitions for the variance
of a fuzzy random variable and their interpretation.
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